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FINITENESS OF SOME FAMILIES OF MEROMORPHIC MAPS

BY HIROTAKA FUJIMOTO

1. Introduction.

In [3], H. Cartan proved that there exist at most two distinct nonconstant
meromorphic functions on C which have the same inverse images with multi-
plicities counted for three distinct values. Relating to this the author showed
in his paper [5] that, for given N+2 hyperplanes Hlf •••, HN+2 in PN(C) located
in general position and effective divisors Eu •••, EN+2 on Cn, the set of all
linearly nondegenerate meromorphic maps / of Cn into PN(C) such that f*Hi=
Et (X^i^N+2) as divisors is finite. The purpose of this paper is to give a
generalization of this result to the case of meromorphic maps of a compact
complex manifold minus a thin analytic set into a projective algebraic manifold.

Let Y be a projective algebraic manifold. For a complex holomorphic line
bundle L->F we denote the set of all holomorphic sections of L by H°(Y, 0{L))
and the set of all divisors Dψ associated with zeros of nonzero holomorphic
sections ψ of L by \L\.

DEFINITION 1.1. A meromorphic map / of a complex manifold X into Y
is said to be algebraically nondegenerate with respect to L if f(X)<f.$\xpv(Dφ)
for any φ^H\Y, O(Ld))—{0}, where d is a positive integer.

The main result is stated as follows.

M A I N T H E O R E M . Let Y be an N-dimensional projective algebraic manifold,
L—>Y a positive holomorphic line bundle and let X be an n-dimensional compact
complex manifold minus a thin analytic subset. Take effective divisors Eί} •••, EN+2

on X and Du •••, DN+2<= \L\ such that

(1.2) Π Supp(0,)=0

for each i=l, 2, •••, 7V+2. Then the set ε of all meromorphic maps of X into
Y which are algebraically nondegenerate with respect to L and satisfy the con-
dition f*(Dt)=Et (l^i<N+2) is finite.

In the previous papers ([6], [7]) the author stated that, for the particular
case where X=Cn or X is a compact normal complex space minus an irreducible
analytic set, the same conclusion holds under the weaker assumption that
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Dίf •••, Dι-1, Di+ί, •" , DN+2 are algebraically independent with respect to L for
each 2=1, 2, •••, N+2. However, he found a gap in the proof of Lemma 4.3
in [6]. It is an open problem whether the assumption (1.2) of Main Theorem
can be replaced by this weaker one or not.

In Main Theorem, we can take Ex— ••• =EN+2=0. Then we have

COROLLARY 1.3. Under the same assumption as in Main Theorem, the set of
all meromorphic maps of X into Y—Ui^iv-^SuppZΛ which are algebraically non-
degenerate with respect to L is finite.

This is closely related to the result of Langmann [10].

2. Preliminaries.

Let X, Y be (σ-compact connected) complex manifolds and / : X-+Y be a
meromorphic map, namely, a many-valued map of X into Y such that (i) the
graph Gf={(x, y); y<=f(x)} is an analytic subset of XxY, (ii) the projection
πx\Gf: Gf-+X is proper and (iii) / is single-valued on a nonempty open set U
in X. We denote by // the set of all I G I such that f(x) contains at least
two points. Then, // is an analytic set in X with codim//^2 and / may be
considered a single-valued map on X—If.

We consider particularly meromorphic maps into PN(C). Taking homogene-
ous coordinates (wx: •••: wN+1) on PN(C), we set HN+1={wN+ι=0}. By identify-
ing a point (zu •••, zN) in CN with {z1: •••: zN: 1) in PN(C), we may regard as
PN(C)=CNVJHN+ί. We can show easily the following:

(2.1) Every meromorphic map f: X->PN(C) with f(X)φHN+ι can be written

as

(*) f(x)=(φi(x):-:φN(x):l)

outside a thin analytic set with meromorphic functions φu •••, φN on X. Con-
versely, each system of meromorphic functions ψu •••, φN on X gives a mero-
morphic map f: X->PN(C) satisfying the identity (*).

We now consider the set Ψ{X) of all one-codimensional irreducible analytic
subsets of X.

DEFINITION 2.2. We define a divisor D on X to be a map Ώ
which satisfies the condition that each X G I has a neighborhood U such that

where Z denotes the ring of all integers and %A means the number of elements
in a set A.

For a divisor D o n X we set fD={V D(V)ΦQ}. The support of D is
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defined by SuppD=\JVG^DV. The set ΨD is at most countable. By notation
D=ΣimiVι we mean that 'fD(Z{Vι; i=l, 2, •••} and mx=D(Vx), and we write
D=Q if -fD=0. A divisor D is called effective if D(VX)^O for each i. For a
divisor D^^iimxVx and an open subset U of X let each ViΓ\U have the
irreducible decomposition ViΓ\U—\JjVιJ. Then we define the restriction of Z)
to £/ by D\U=Σ,r,jmiVl3.

Let p be a nonzero holomorphic function on a connected open subset £7 of
X. For each x^U, taking holomorphic local coordinates z with #=(0), we
expand p as

m = 0

around x, where Pm(z) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m or vanishes
identically. We set

which does not depend on the choice of holomorphic local coordinates z. Set
Z={x^U φ(χ)=0\ and consider the irreducible decomposition Z—\jxZx. Then,
I^(Λ ) is equal to a constant mx on each R{Z)Γ\ZXi where R(Z) denotes the set
of all regularities of Z. We define the zero divisor of φ by Ώψ\—^xmxZx.
Let / be a nonzero meromorphic function on X. For each x e Z , taking non-
zero holomorphic functions φ and φ on a neighborhood of Λ: with f=φ/ψ, we
define the tfr&r of / at x by v/:=v^—v^,. It is easily seen that there exists
exactly one divisor Ds—^iimxY% on X such that vf(x)=0 on X— SuppDf and
Vf(x)=mt on FiΠtfCSuppD/). We call o r d ^ / ) : ^ / ) / ^ ) the order of / along
V for each y e f ( I ) . The z£r<? divisor Zf and the ίo/^ divisor Pf of / are
defined by Zs \-^m%>^mxYx and P/=Σm i <o(-^t)V ϊ respectively.

PROPOSITION 2.3. For ίuw nonzero meromorphic functions fx and f2 on X
the following three conditions are mutually equivalent;

( i ) there is a nowhere zero holomorphic function h with fz—hfu

(ii) Df=DH,
(iii) there exists an analytic set A of pure codimension one such that

^43SuppZ)/1USuppi)/2 and each irreducible component of A contains at least one
point x<=R(A) with vfl(x)—vft(x).

Particularlyy if X is compact, the condition (i) can be replaced by
( i Y there exists a nonzero constant c with fz=

:cf1.

Proof. It is obvious that (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii). Suppose that
fι and / 2 satisfy the condition (iii), and set h :=fi/f2- Then,

We can write D ^ Σ t ^ ^ t , where mx are integers and Ax are irreducible
components of A. By the assumption, for each i there exists one point
xx(=R(A)Γ\Ax such that vfl(xx)=vf2(xx). This implies that
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for each i. Therefore, Dh—0. This means that /ι is a nowhere zero holo-
morphic function on X and so ft (z=l, 2) satisfy the condition (i). Here, h is
constant if X is compact.

Let / : X->Y be a meromorphic map and D be a divisor on Y such that
f(X)<£SuppD. For each X G Z - / ; we can take a neighborhood U of * in X
and a neighborhood F of /(*) such that f(U)dV and # 1 7 = 1 ^ for a nonzero
meromorphic function φ on F. Obviously, φ°f\U is a nonzero meromorphic
function on U and the divisor Dψof does not depend on the choice of the above
φ. Then, there exists exactly one divisor D* on X—If such that D*\U=Dφof

for each φ°f with the above property. Let D^=Σi^iVt on X—If. Since //
is of codimension ^2 , F^e^CX) and {F j is locally finite. We call the divisor
/*CD):=ΣiW»Ft the pull-back of £ by /.

3. Langmann's finiteness theorem for nowhere zero holomorphic
functions.

For a complex manifold X we denote the field of all meromorphic functions
on X by M(X) and the multiplicative group of all nowhere zero holomorphic
functions ^)n X by H*(X).

Let I be a complex manifold and X an open subset of X such that

Λ:=X—X is a thin analytic set in X. Regarding M(X) and H*(X) as subsets

of M{X) naturally, we set H%(X):=H*(X)ΓλM(X). The multiplicative group

C* : —C— {0} may be considered as a subgroup of the group H^(X). We con-

sider the factor group G :=/Γ£(Z)/C*. For each /ι in H*g(X) we denote by

[/ι] the class in G which contains h.

PROPOSITION 3.1 (cf., [9], Satz 3.4). In the above situation, if X is compact
and A has s irreducible components, then rank z G^s—1.

Proof. We may assume that each irreducible component At ( l ^ ί ^ s ) of A
is of codimension one because every h in H*~(X) has no zero on At—{\jUΦtAu)
whenever At is of codimension^2. We first consider the case s = l . For each
h in H^(X) h is holomorphic on X if ord^/z^O, and 1/Λ is holomorphic on X
if ord^/ι<0. In either case, Λ is necessarily a constant by the maximum principle.
This shows that rank z G=0. Suppose that s^2. We define a Z-homomorphism
of G into Z8-1 by

Φ(A)=(ord i l lA,

For /zj and Λ2 in /f^.(Z), if Φ(/zi)=Φ(A2), the meromorphic function φ:=h1/h2j 2 ^ ( ) , if ( i ) Φ ( 2 ) , t e eromorphic function φ:h1/h2

has neither zero nor pole on X—As. By the above argument, ψ is a constant
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and so [Λi] = [Λ2] Therefore, Φ is injective. The group G may be considered
as a subgroup of Z*-1. We then have rank z G^s—1.

We now give the following finiteness theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a compact complex manifold and X be an open
subset of X such that Λ:=X—X is a thin analytic set in X. For nonzero mero-
morphic functions ax (l<Li<Lp), consider the set IF of all elements ([Λi], ••• , \hv~\)

with hi^H\{X) which satisfy the conditions

and yΣi&IaihtΦθ for any /C{1, 2, •••, p}. Then, #jF is bounded by a constant
R(p, s) depending only on p and the number s of irreducible components of A.

This is a special case of Langmann [10], Lemma 1.2. We shall give here
a function-theoretic direct proof, which provides a better estimate than his,
particularly, in the case where axhx (l^i^p) are linearly independent over C.
For our purpose, we need some lemmas.

Let ί/n :={(*!, - , * „ ) ; |z» |<l} and A={z1=0}r\Un.

LEMMA 3.3. // V is a d-dimensional C-vector space of M(JJn), then

Proof. Take a vector subspace W of V with dimW=d — l. It suffices to
show that

which gives Lemma 3.3 by induction on d. Assume that there exists some
φ0 in V— {0} such that o r d ^ 0 ^ {ord^o; φ^W— {0}}. Take any φ^V— {0} with
o r d ^ ^ o r d ^ o Then, we can see φ=cφo~\-φ for some c in C and φ in W— {0}
and we easily see o r d ^ ^ o r d ^ e {ord̂ % l^W— {0}}. This completes the proof.

LEMMA 3.4. Let au •••, α p e M ( ί / n ) * :=M(Un)-{0} and P a subset of M(Un)*
such that [-P] = {[/*]; h<=P} is a finitely generated subgroup of the factor group
M(Un)*/C*. Consider the set &'p of all elements (ordAhu •••, ordAhp)ς=Zp with
hx in P which satisfy the conditions

(3.5) Σ « i Λ * = l , Σ ctihiΦQ

for any /C{1, •••, p}. Then %^'v is bounded by a constant depending only on p
and r = r a n k z [ P ] .

Proof. Since [ P ] is countable, we can find a point a'=(a2, •••, an) with
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U » | < 1 such that, setting α?(*):=α<(z, af) and hf(z)=hi(z, a') for hu •••, hp<=P
satisfying the condition in Lemma 3.4, we have Σ<e/«*Λ*^0 for any /C{1, •••, p]
and ord0αf=ord^α t, orά0h*=orάAht. Therefore, we may consider af and /if
instead of at and At. By this reason, we assume n = l .

Let Ai, •••, Ap satisfy the condition (3.5) and set fι—aiht (ί^i^p). We
first consider systems (flf --, fP) satisfying the additional condition that
fu •" > fp are linearly independent over C. By the assumption that

Λ + / . + - + / p = l
we have

where / t

( O denotes the /-th derivatives of ft. Therefore,

(3.6) /,=(-i).-'

We now take glt •••, gr^M{Uι) which give a system of generators of [ P ] ,
where r = r a n k z [ P ] . Each hx can be written as

with some c^eC* and mιj^Z. Then,

for each /. On the other hand, for each / there exists a polynomial Pι(uu •••, ut)
such that

and P ; is isobaric of weight / if we associate weight k with each variable uk,
namely, if Pt(u, u2, •••, uι) is homogeneous of degree / as a polynomial in u.
From these facts, we can conclude that both of the denominator WΊ and the
numerator W2 of the right hand side of (3.6) are written as polynomials of
(α</*t)co and (g'j/gj)cι> (l^i^p, l£j£r, 0£l£p-2) which are isobaric of
weight p(p-l)/2 if we associate weight / with each {ai/atY1'1^ and (gj/gjY1-1*.
Let V be the set of all polynomials of (α'i/α t)

cι> and (g'j/gjY1* (/=0, 1, •••, p-2)
which are isobaric of weight p(p—l)/2. Then, V is a C-vector subspace of
MiU1) with dιmV<d(r+p, p-1, p(p-ϊ)/2), where d(u,v,w) denotes the
dimension of the C-vector space of all polynomials of uXv variables xtj(l^i^u,
l^j^v) which are isobaric of weight w if we associate weight / with each
Xij. In view of Lemma 3.3, we have

, p-1, p(p-ϊ)/2).
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This shows that the number of possible values of ord^Wi and of ordAW2 are
both at most d{r+p, p—1, p(p—ΐ)/2). Therefore, the number of possible values
of each ord^Λ is at most d(r+p, p—1, p(p—l)/2)2. Since oτdAhι^=ordAfi—

we conclude that

#{(ordχΛi, •••, ordAhp)<=&p; a.ihx (l^i^p) are linearly independent}

, p-1, p(p-l)/2)**.

We now start to prove Lemma 3.4 by induction on p. The case p—1 is
trivial. Assume that Lemma 3.4 is true for the case ^p—1. Set «^":=
{{fit " , fp)lfi \—axhu " , fp:=aphp satisfy the condition (3.5)}. For each
subset / of {1, •••, p} we consider the set JFj of all elements {fu •••, fp) in 3F
such that ft (*e/) are linearly independent over C and they satisfy the identity

(3.7) %ViCtf%=1

for some c^eC* (ze/). Then, as is easily seen, J ^ U / ^ / So, it suffices to
show that

%{(orάAfu .- , oτdΛfp);(fu - ,

is finite for an arbitrarily fixed /. Changing indices, we assume /—{I, 2, •••, q]
{l^g<p). We next consider a set < /=(/ g +i, •••,/P) of proper subsets of
{1, 2, •••, p) such that l^Ju /ιΠ{l, 2, •••, q}Φ0, and define the set
# / :—Πf=i^Γ/, JZ, where &Ί,jt is the set of all ( / t ) e ^ satisfying the condition
that there exist some d^C* such that Σ t e j ^ i Λ ^ O and Σ i e r ^ t / i ^ O for any
Γ^Ji. For an element (/x, •••, fp)&#Ί satisfying the identity (3.7), we have

(1-OΛ+ - +(l-^β)Λ+ Σ Λ=0
l=q+l

for some c t in C*. For each / = # + l , •••, p, if we take a minimal subset Jt

such that l^Ji and ΣieJίdι/t=O, then /t intersects with {1, 2, •••, q] by the
condition (3.5), where di—l—cx for l^i^q and ^ ~ 1 for q+l^j^p. This
shows that (/») is contained in ̂ / for J=Ui) Therefore, β'j=\J4/^/ O n t n e

other hand, by the above shown facts we have

, .» , orάAfq);{fu - ,

Moreover, for Jι={j0, j \ , •••, /,} with l^jo<q, by applying the induction hypo-
thesis to the functions f3JfH, •••, fHlfH we see

It then follows that

Since / e / f for any / (q+l<l^ίp), we conclude
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and so #{(ord^/t); (Λ)^^/} is finite. As is seen by the above arguments, %1F
is bounded by a constant depending only on p and rank z [P] , This completes
the proof of Lemma 3.4.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let ^4=U«=i^t be the irreducible decomposition of
A. We may assume codim^ί^ l for each t. For each At we take a point
xt<=R(At) and choose holomorphic local coordinates (zί°, •••, z£°) on a neigh-
borhood Ut of x t with * t =(0) such that I7 t ={ |z t

( t ) |< l } and AίMJt = {zin=O}r>i
Ut. Set P: = //J(Z), which may be considered as a subgroup of M(Ut)* be-
cause the restriction map of M(X) into M{Ut) is injective. We may also regard
[ P ] : = { [ A ] ; AeP} as a subset of H%t{Ut-AΓ\Ut)/C*. On the other hand,
[ P ] is of rank^s—1 by Proposition 3.1. Therefore, Lemma 3.4 implies that
the number of possible cases of (ord^Ai, •••, ord^A^) is bounded by a constant
depending only on p and s. On the other hand, two members A, A' in H^(X)
satisfy the condition [A] = [A'] if and only if ord^A^ord^A' for each t. From
these facts, we conclude Theorem 3.2.

4. A finiteness theorem of meromorphic maps into PN{C).

Let / be a meromorphic map of a complex space X into PN{C).

DEFINITION 4.1. We say / to be linearly nondegenerate if f{X) is not
included in any hyperplane in PN(C).

The purpose of this section is to prove the following

T H E O R E M 4.2. Let X be a complex space such that X—X—A for a compact
complex space X and a thin analytic subset A of X. For hyperplanes Hu •••, HN+2

on PN(C) located in general position and effective divisors Eίt •••, EN+2 on Xy

consider the set IF of all linearly nondegenerate meromorphic maps of X into
PN(C) such that f*Hι=Eι (l^i^N+2). Then, %^"is bounded by a constant
depending only on N and the number of irreducible components of A.

For the proof, we need some preparations. We first recall the following
generalization of the classical Picard-Borel theorem, which was proved by the
author in [4] and by M. L. Green in [8] independently.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let Un={(zu •••, zn); | z t | < l } , A:=UnΓΛ{z^<d) and let
fu -" > fp be nowhere zero holomorphic functions on Un—A. If each fxlf3 (iΦj)
has essential singularities along A, then fu •••, fp are linearly independent over
the field M(Un) of all meromorphic functions on Un.

For the proof, see [4], p. 280.
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We obtain from this the following:

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let a1, •••, ap^M(X)* and fu •••, fp(ΞH*(X) satisfying
the condition

«Yi+ ••• +a*fp=0.

Consider a partition of indices

{1,2, .», ί}=/iU/2\J-UΛ

swc/i ί/iαί z and 7 are contained in the same class Jt if and only if ft/fj has a
meromorphic extension to X. Then, Σ t e / ί ^

t Λ = 0 for each /=1, 2, •••, /?.

Proof. This is shown by induction on k. We have nothing to prove for
the case k—1. Assume that k^2 and Proposition 4.3 holds for the case ^k—1.
Then some f%JfH (ioΦjo) has an essential singularity and so essential singularities
at all points of an irreducible component At of A. Take a point xQ^R(At)
and choose holomorphic local coordinates zu •••, zn on a neighborhood Un of x0

in X such that xo=(O), £/n={|2r ι |<l} and UnΓΛA=Unn{zi=O}. Let

{1, - , ί } = / ί W U/t

be a partition such that i and / are in the same class J'm if and only if ft/f3

has a meromorphic extension to Un. Then, we see k'*t2 and each Jt is in-
cluded in some J'm. Changing indices, we may assume m<=J'm for
Set

βm:= Σ

for each m. Apply Proposition 4.3 to the identity

/ j kJ J TJl ' i UjJ i \J

to show βm=0 on Un for each m. This concludes

Σ ( t Σ α./.)= Σ α,/,=0

on X for each m. Since #{/; Iιdfm}<k, we have Σte/^1/1=0 for each / by
the induction hypothesis. This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 4.5. In the same situation as in Proposition 4.4, functions
gu "' > gr in H*(X) satisfying the condition that g[ι ••• gι

r

r^M(X) (U^Z) only
when lx— ••• = / r = 0 are algebraically independent over M{Un).

Proof. Set /* :=g1^ ••• g\r for l=(llf •••, lr). By the assumption, ////m^ M(X)
for any distinct Z and m. By proposition 4.4, there is no non-trivial linear
relation with coefficients in M*(X) among {//}. This shows Corollary 4.5.
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We next consider pXq matrices (htJ; l£i£p, l^j^q) with components
htJ in H*{X) for various p and q.

PROPOSITION 4.6. For each q0 (^1) there exists some constant Q(p, go)
depending only on p and g0 such that, if q>Q(p, go) and

(4.7) άet(htJ *=1, •••,/>, j=ju •••, / p ) = 0

for all jι with l^jΊ^q, then there exist r functions klf •••, kr^H*(X) with
2^r^p such that, after a suitable change of indices if necessary, γιJ:=hιj/(hljkι)
e M ( ί ) for l^i^r, l^j^q0 and

tJ;i=l, •••, r, j=j\, •••, / r )=0

for all jι with l^ji^q0-

Proof. We consider the factor group G=H*(X)/H^(X) which is obviously

torsion free. Choose ηu •••, ηt<^H*(X) such that [^i], •••, \_ηt~\ are multiplica-

tively independent over Z and each htJ is represented as

f o r s o m e axj<^H*jt{X). S e t Zι>7 — ( / t ; , •••, /ί ; ) e Z ί a n d t a k e i n t e g e r s p u •••, ^ ,

s u c h t h a t

and Ixj—lvj—lxy—li'j' if and only if hj—li'j^Uf—li'f for

j'i=kq, a n d m i n o r s

satisfy the condition that A^rju •••, ̂ ί)^0 if and only if Axj{up\ •••, uPt)Φΰ
for any /=(/i, •••, /,) and J—{jlf •••, j s ) . Set F i / w ) : = α t J M

Zι ? eM(Z)[w], where
M(X)\_u~\ denotes the ring of all polynomials in u with coefficients in M(X).
Then, we have

(4.8)

In fact, by the assumption, we see

η^ ••• ηfrηfa; i=l, •••, p, j=ju ..., jp)=0

for all (iι), where ηt+1 is an arbitrary function in H*(X). This is an identity
of rational functions with coefficients in M{X) and indeterminates ηu ••, ηt+ί

by Corollary 4.5. By substituting ηι=uPi (1^/^ί) and ηt+1=u, we get (4.8).
We now apply Main Lemma in the previous paper [6], §2, p. 531, which

remains valid if we replace the coefficient field C by M(X). We can conclude
that for each g0 (^1) there exists some constant Q(p, g0) (>q0) depending only
on p and q0 such that, if g>Q(p, q0), then
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for all i, ϊ with 1<^', i'^r and

rank(P^U); lrg/rgr, l ^ ^

after a suitable change of indices / and j , where 2 fir tip. Then we have

Set (mu, •••, mtι):=lii—ln and define kt—ηtu ••• ̂ Γ ί ι , which satisfy the desired
condition. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.6.

Next, we study functions λlf-•-, λp in M(X)* and pXq matrices (γtJ;
l^i^P, l^j^q) with components in H*(X) such that

for various p and q.

LEMMA 4.9. For each q0 (^1) there exists a constant Q\p, q0) such that, if
Q>Q\P, qo)> then there is some s0 with 2^so ^p such that, after a suitable change
of indices i and j

and ^Σi^iλtγtjΦθ for any / £ { 1 , •••, s0} and l^j^q0.

Proof. Set q'f—O and define

qΐ : =

inductively. We shall show that Q(p, q^)~q% satisfies the desired condition.
Suppose that q>Q\p, q0). For each c=(ti, •••, is) with l ^ z Ί < ••• <is<P

^p) we set

Take the smallest s0 with 2<so<Lp such that %It>q% for some c—{ix, •••, /,0).
We note here # / i 2 . . . ? = # > ? * . Choose some (iu •••, ί«0) with this property. By
changing indices, we assume * Ί = 1 , •••, / , 0 = s 0 . Then, if s < s 0 , we have #Ic^ίqf
for any £=(ίΊ, •••, /,) with l ^ f i < ••• < / s ^ s 0 . Therefore,

< V Λ* C
^ ZJ V S «O S

<^ "^1 n% f~^ ^^ί ~

This implies that
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By changing indices, we can assume that /i2...β03{l, 2, •••, qo\ and Itl...tgΓ\
{1, 2, •••, qo} = 0 for any {iu •••, /,) with 2<s<s0. This shows Lemma 4.9.

We now start to prove Theorem 4.2. We may identify PN(C) with the
subspace

H0:={(w1: -" : wN+2); Wi+ •

of PN+\C) and Hx with H0n{wt=0} (l^i^N+2), where (u/i: - :u/*+2) is a
system of homogeneous coordinates on PN+\C). For convenience sake, we set
p—N+2 in the following.

Assume that IF contains q distinct maps fu •••, fq. We shall prove that q
is not larger than a constant Q*(p, s0) depending only on p and the number s0

of irreducible components of A. Each f3 can be represented as

with meromorphic functions ψi3 on Z satisfying the condition

where we may assume φPj—l by (2.1). By the assumption, φi3 (l^i^p—l) are
linearly independent over C. Moreover, since Dφij=f*Hi—f*Hp=Ei—Ep for
every /, we see hιJ\—φij/φiι<=H*(X). We then have

(4.10) 9>iiλij+ •- +φPιhpj=0

for l^j^q. Therefore, h%3 (l<i^p, l<j^q) satisfy the assumption of Prop-
osition 4.6.

Assume that qx mappings among the maps f3, say fu •••, fQl, have mero-
morphic extensions to X. Then, for j—1, •••, qlf htj^H^(X), 'Σi^t^pψuhιj=0
and ΣliGiψiihijΦO whenever /£{1, 2, •••, p). Therefore, we can apply Theo-
rem 3.2 to these functions to show that the number of the distinct systems
([ΛiJ, •*•, [ΛpJ) (1^/^tfi) is bounded by a constant Q*(p, s0) depending only
on p and s0. On the other hand, if

for some /, /', then we can write φij'=ciφiJ for some c ^ e C * . In this case,
we have c^xj+ ••• +cvφpj—φιy+ ••• + ^ p / = 0 . Since φl3, •••, ̂ >p-i; are linearly
independent over C, we get cλ= ••• = c p and so / = ; v . This concludes ^ i ^

Q*(P, so).
For our purpose, by the above shown fact we may assume that every f3

(l5j/<J#) has essential singularities along A. For the case ί = 3 , it suffices to
take Q*(p, so)=Q(3, 2), where Q(p, q0) is the quantity given in Proposition 4.6.
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In fact, if q>Q(3, 2), then after a suitable change of indices we have

for some ku •••, kr^H*(X) and rankQv,; z=l, 2, 3, y=l, 2)<r, where ^2^r^3.
In the case where det(fι;; l^z, y^2)=0, there exists some γ in M(X)* with
7Ί2=ΠΊi> 722=7721. Then, <Pi2=hi2<piί—γi2hl2ki<piί=γγnh12φilkι=γhl2φiί for
2=1, 2, and φs2τ=—(ψi2-\-φ22)'=ϊhι2φ3ι. So, / i = / 2 . This is a contradiction. In
the case where det(f ι ;; l^z, ; ^ 2 ) ^ 0 , we have necessarily r—?> and the identities

(pnk1rij+<p2ik2y2j+<p<nktfsj=0 (; = 1, 2)

imply that (φiιkt)/(φnk1)(=M(X) for ί=2, 3. This concludes that /2 has a
meromorphic extension to Z, which contradicts the assumption.

Assume that there exist ζ?*(3, s0), •••, Q*(p—1, s0) with the desired properties
for each s0, where Q*(/-l, so)<ζ?*(/, s0) for /=4, •••, />—1. Let R(p, s0),
(?(/>, #0) and (?'(£, ô) be the quantities given by Theorem 3.2, Proposition 4.6
and Lemma 4.9 respectively, where we may assume R(p—1, so)^R(p, s0). We
now define inductively the numbers Q°\p, s0) for / = 1 , 2 and Q*(p, s0) by the
following conditions;

(4.11) (?<»>(/>, So)>i?(jί>, s 0 ) ( O * ( ί - l , So)+D
(4.12) Q<*\p, s«)>Q\p, Q«\p, sβ)+l),
(4.13) Q*(ί, s β)^O(ί, Qc2)(ί, so)),
(4.14) Qci)(/>, 5o)^(? c l ) ( ί- l , s0) for each / = 1 , 2 and Q*(p, so)^Q*(p-l, s0).
Suppose that q>Q*(p, s0). Then, by the use of Proposition 4.6 and (4.13),

after a suitable change of indices we can find some ku ••• , kr^H*(X) (2^r<p)
such that γιj=hιj/(hljkι)£ΞM(X) for l ^ z ^ r and l^j£Q«\p, s0) and

, so))<r.

T h e r e f o r e , t h e r e e x i s t s s o m e ^ i , •••, l r e M ( ί ) w i t h (^i, •••, λr)Φ(Q, •••, 0) s u c h
t h a t

( ί , s0)).

Changing indices if necessary, we may assume that λxΦθ, •••, λuΦθ, λu+ι— •••
=:Λ r=0. Then, by the use of Lemma 4.9, we can assume that

(4.15) ^ 1 , + ... +λurUJ=O

for any y = l , 2, •••, Q^\p, s o )+l and Σ Z G / Λ Λ ^ O for /£{1, 2, - , u). Apply
Theorem 3.2 to the functions αi=Λi, •••, α w = ^ w to show that the number of
distinct systems among

is at most Λ(M, S 0) (£R(p, s0)). Among O ( 1 ) ( ί , s0) systems (γιjt •••, γuj) which
belongs to the same class ( [ f ^ ] , •••, [^w ;]) Therefore, after changing indices
and renewing φiJf we can write
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fj^icvkf: •••: cujk*: φu+1J: •••: φPj)

with some ctj^C* and έ? , •••, k*<=H*(X) for / = 1 , 2, •••, Q*(p-1, s0). T h e n
by (4.15) w e see

We may write

for some d^C (2£i£u). Set k**: = k*+dikf for 2 ^ / ^ M and define the maps

fj=(c2jkt*: •••: c w ; &£* : y>tt+1J: — : φP-ι3)

of Z into PN-\C) for ; = 1 , 2, •••, Q*(p-1, s o )+l . Then /, are all nondegene-
rate. For έf, •••, k%, φu+ij, •••, ̂ p-u are linearly independent by the assumption
and so kf+d2kf, •••, kZ+dukf, φu+ij> •••, 9>p-î  are also linearly independent.
Moreover, if

(c2Jkt*: •••: cUJki*: y > M + υ : •••: φP-ij)

then ctJ=dcιjf (2^/^w) for some <ieC* and

Cijkf=~(c2jkf-{ hc u ifeJ+y> t t + 1 JH hφPj)

= ~d(c2fkf-\ \-cUJ.ki+φu+ir-\ VψPr)

=dclJ.kf,

which implies fj=fj>. Therefore, the set IF* of all meromorphic maps / of X
into PN-\C)=PN(C)Γ\{w1=0} with ?*Ht=DkT (2^i^u) and f*Hι=Eι

(u + l^i^p) contains Q*(p—1, s o )+l distinct elements. This contradicts the
induction hypothesis. The proof of Theorem 4.2 is completed.

5. Proof of Main Theorem.

For the proof of Main Theorem, we need some lemmas.

LEMMA 5.1 ([1]). Let L-+Y be a very ample line bundle over an N-dimen-
sional smooth protective algebraic manifold Y and φίf •••, φN+1^H°(Y, O(L))*.

if
Π Suppΰ =0,

then ψi/ψN+u -" , ΨN/ΨN+I are algebraically independent over C.

For the proof, see [1], p. 213.
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LEMMA 5.2 ([1]). Let L-+Y be a line bundle as in Lemma 5.1 and
ψu '" , <PN+2^H°(Y, O(L))* satisfy the condition that

SuppDφiΓ\ ••• Π S u p p / ^ n S u p p Z ^ Γ i ••• n S u p p Z ^ + 2 = 0

for each / = 1 , •••, N+2. Take a nonzero irreducible homogeneous polynomial

R(uu •••, uN+2) such that R(φu •••, ΨN+2)=0 on Y, and set

Then,

For the proof, see [1], pp. 213—216.

LEMMA 5.3. Let L be a line bundle over an N-dimensional compact complex
manifold Y which has at least one system of N+l algebraically independent
holomorphic sections. Then, there exists a positive constant kL depending only on
L such that for arbitrary algebraically independent φu •••, φN+1^H°(Y, O(L)) the
meromorphic map Φ :=(φί: --- :φN+ί):Y—>PN(C) satisfies the condition that

φχΦ)^LkL for every point w in a nonempty Zariski open subset G of Y.

For the proof, see [6], p. 537.

Now, we start to prove Main Theorem. By the assumption, there exists a
positive integer d such that Ld is very ample. For our purpose, we may
replace L by Ld and so assume that L is very ample from the beginning.
Indeed, the set 8 is included in the set of all meromorphic maps of X into Y
which are algebraically nondegenerate with respect to L and satisfy the
condition f*(dDi)=dEx. Moreover, the divisors dDu •••, dDN+2<^ \Ld\ satisfy
the assumption of Main Theorem. Therefore, it suffices to prove Main Theorem
for ZA

Take holomorphic sections ψu •••, ψN+2 of L with Di=Dψi (l^i^N+2).
Then, ψι/ψN+2, '" , ψN+ι/ψN+2 are algebraically dependent and φJφN+i, •••,
ΨN/ΨN+I are algebraically independent by Lemma 5.1. It follows from these
facts that there exists a nonzero homogeneous polynomial R{u) of degree k^l
such that

We write
RW= Σ

where Rj(u) are nonzero monomials. By virtue of Lemma 5.2, we may assume

(5.4) Ri(u)=duϊ, •••, R

where )
We now consider a holomorphic map Ψ: Y-*PS(C) defined by
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Ψ(y)=(R1(φi(y\ - , φN+2(y)): - : *.+i(?>i(:y), - , ί

Instead of the set 6 we study the set S of all meromorphic maps f:=Ψ-f of
Z into PS(C) with /e<5. Each / e £ is linearly nondegenerate because / is
algebraically nondegenerate with respect to L. We set

where (vx: •••: vs+1) denotes homogeneous coordinates on PS(C). Then, the
hyperplanes Hu •••, i/β+1 are located in general position. Moreover, we set

Ej=l1E1

Jr •" +/JV+2-EJV+2

if Rj(u)=cuι

ί

1 - wfe2 (ceC*). We then have

As a consequence of Theorem 4.2, we obtain #£<oo. Take an arbitrary map
/O<Ξ£. It suffices to show that

To see this, we apply Lemma 5.3 to algebraically independent sections
(<Pi)k, -" , (ψN+i)k- By the help of (5.4) we can conclude that there exists a
positive constant d0 such that afF~W{w)^dQ for every point w in a nonempty
Zariski open subset G of F. Suppose that there are mutually distinct q-\-l
meromorphic maps /0, •••, /fle<? such that Ψ-fj—Ψ-fo. Set

for all / and fj{x)Φfr{x) for 0 ^ / < y

By the assumption of nondegeneracy of / t , G* is an open dense subset of X.
For a point x o ^ G * we have fo(xo)^G and

{/o(*o), ~,U

whence q+l<d0. This completes the proof of Main Theorem.
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